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In this paper, we gave a limit formula for ‘(2k+1). This formula is related to a
tamely ramified cyclic field of degree 2k+1.  1999 Academic Press
Let k be a positive integer. We know that the value of the Riemann zeta func-





where B2k is the Bernoulli number. According to this formula, ‘(2k) is a
transcendental number. As yet no simple formula analogous to the above
formula is known for ‘(2k+1). In this paper, we give a limit formula for
‘(2k+1). This formula is related to some arithmetic invariants of a tamely
ramified cyclic field of degree 2k+1. It is new information about ‘(2k+1).
Let K be a normal extension field of degree n over the rational number
field Q. We denote by OK the integer ring of K. Throughout this paper we
use the following notation:
P, the set of all prime numbers;
d(K), the discriminant of K;
I(K), the set of all non-zero ideals of OK ;
Na, the absolute norm of an ideal a # I(K);
Tr :, the trace of : # K over Q.
I. THE MAIN RESULT
Throughout this paper we assume that [K : Q]=n>1, let
OK, 0=[: # OK | Tr :=0].
T(K)=Min[Tr : | : # OK , Tr :>0].
It is easy to show that, for any : # OK , T(K) | Tr :.
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In [1], for a # I(K) and a0=OK, 0 & a, we defined
T(a)=Min { Tr :T(K) | : # a, Tr :>0= ,
N0(a)=*[OK, 0 a0],
where OK, 0 a0 is the quotient of Z-module OK, 0 by submodule a0 . T(a) is
called the trace of the ideal a and N0(a) is called the lower-norm of the
ideal a.
In [1], we have proved following facts for T(a) and N0(a).
Proposition 1. Assume that a # I(K). Then
Na=T(a) N0(a).
Proof. See Theorem 1 of [1].
Proposition 2. Assume that a, b # I(K) and (Na, Nb)=1. Then
T(ab)=T(a) T(b), N0(ab)=N0(a) N0(b).
Proof. See Theorem 2 of [1].
Proposition 3. Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n,
a # I(K) and N0(a)=1. Then, for any prime factor p of a, we have p | d(K)
and N0(p)=1.
Proof. See Propositions 3, 4 of [1].
Proposition 4. Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n, p is
a prime number and pOK=p1 } } } pg is the prime decomposition of p in K.
Suppose that a=pe1
1
} } } pegg . Let e=Min[e1 , ..., eg]. Then T(a)= p
e.
Proof. See Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 of [1].
Proposition 5. Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n, p is
a prime number, and pOK=pe is the prime decomposition of p in K, where
e>1 and (e, p)=1. If t=qe+r (1re), then T(pt)= pq+1.
Proof. See Corollary of Proposition 7 of [1].
Proposition 6. Assume that KQ is a tamely ramified abelian extension
of degree n, q is a prime number and q | d(K). Suppose that q has the prime
decomposition in K,
qOK=(q1 } } } qg)e.
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Put f =neg. Let a=qu1
1
} } } qugg , ui=vi e+li (1l ie). Suppose that v=
Min[v1 , ..., vg]. Then T(a)=qv+1.
Proof. See Propositions 12, 13 of [1].
For any positive real number x, let
jK (x)=*[a # I(K) | Nax],
jK, 0(x)=*[a # I(K) | N0(a)x]




jK (x) is known as the ideal function of K (see [2]). jK, 0(x) is called the
lower ideal function of K and it was studied in [1].
Now let n=2k+1. Let q be a prime number and q#1(mod n). Suppose
that ‘q is a primitive qth root of unity and Cq=Q(‘q). Then Cq has a
unique subfield K such that KQ is a tamely ramified cyclic extension of
degree n.
Theorem. Assume that k is a positive integer and n=2k+1. Let q be a
prime number and q#1(mod n). Suppose that K is the subfield of the qth
cyclotomic field Cq such that KQ is a tamely ramified cyclic extention of









Proof. According to theory of the cyclotomic field, it is easy to show
that only one prime number q is ramified in KQ and q is totally ramified.
It is well known that
jK (x)=\Kx+O(x1&1n),
where \K is the residue of Dedekind zeta function ‘K (s) at s=1 (for
example, see [2]). In [1], we have proved that
jK, 0(x)=
‘(n&1) Q(n&1) RK, 0(1)
‘(n) Q(n) RK (1)
\Kx+O(x1&1n log x)
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The theorem is proved. Q.E.D.
















According to above formula, we can use the properties of the arithmetical
function AK (t) to make a study of ‘(2k+1). For example, if it would be
possible to find some integers a0 , a1 , ..., am and some infinite sequences of
positive integers [t i1], [t i2], ..., [t im] such that
a0+a1 AK (ti1)+a2AK (t i2)2+ } } } +am AK (t im)m=0
(i=1, 2, 3, ...),
where am {0, then
a0+a1 AK+a2A2K+ } } } +amA
m
K=0,
i.e., AK is an algebraic number. Thus, according to above formula, it would
be easy to show that ‘(2k+1) is a transcendental number.
In the next sections we discuss the elementary properties of AK (t).
II. THE EXPANSION OF AK (T ).
Let KQ be a normal extension of degree n and
aK (t)=*[a # I(K) | Na=t],








Next we discuss the expansion of aK (t) and aK, 0(t).









Proposition 7. Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n.





} } } p lmm . Then
aK (t)=aK ( p l11 ) } } } aK ( p
lm
m).
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(2) Suppose that p # P and pOK=(p1 } } } pg)e is the prime decomposi-
tion of p in K. Put f =neg. Then, for any positive integer l, we have
aK ( pl)={
0,
\u+ g&1g&1 + ,
if f |3 l,
if l= fu.
Proof. (1) This is obvious.
(2) Assume that a=pu1
1
} } } pugg . Then Na= p
f (u1+ } } } +ug). If f |3 l, then
Na{ pl. If f | l, then AK ( pl) equals the number of integral solutions of the
Diophantine equation




Using the following expansions of power series,
\ 11&x+
g








it is easy to show that AK ( pl)=( u+ g&1g&1 ), where u=l f. Q.E.D.
According to above proposition, aK ( pl) depends on l, f, g only.
Now we discuss the function aK, 0(t). Let N0(K)=aK, 0(1).
Proposition 8. Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n and
p # P has the prime decomposition in K:
pOK=p1 } } } pg .
Put f =ng. For any positive integer l, let
S( p, l )=[v # Z | 0v
l
n&1
, f | (v+l )].
Then, when S( p, l) is the empty set we have aK, 0( pl)=0; if not
aK, 0( pl)=N0(K) :







Proof. Now p is unramified in KQ.
(1) If c # I(K) such that N0(c)= pl, then, by Proposition 2 and
Proposition 3, we have c=ab, where a=pu1
1
} } } pugg , N0(a)= p
l, and
( p, b)=1, N0(b)=1.
(2) Suppose that a=pu11 } } } p
ug
g , N0(a)= p
l. By Propositions 1, 4, we
have
N0(a)= p f (u1+ } } } +ug)&v,
i.e., f (u1+ } } } +ug)=v+l, where v=Min[u1 , ..., ug]. Hence f | (v+l ) and
l f (v+ } } } +v)&v= fgv&v=(n&1) v.
Thus 0vln&1.












g&1 + x gv+i,
it is easy to show that the number of integral solutions of the Diophantine
equation
u1+ } } } +ug=u(v) (uiv)
equals ( u(v)& gv+ g&1g&1 ). Hence the number of integral solutions of the
Diophantine equation





According to (1) and (2), the statement of this proposition holds. Q.E.D.
Clearly, in this situation aK, 0( pl) depends on l, f, g only.
Proposition 9. Assume that KQ is a tamely ramified abelian extension
of degree n. Suppose that q # P has the prime decomposition in K,
qOK=(q1 } } } qg)e,
where e>1, g>1. Put f =neg.
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(1) If a=qu1
1
} } } qugg {OK , then N0(a)>1.
(2) For any positive integer l, let
S(q, l )={v # Z } 0vl+1& fgn&1 , f | (l+v+1)=
(when l+1< fg, let S(q, l ) be the empty set). Then
aK, 0(ql)=N0(K) :





+N0(K) V0(q, l ),










(1) By Proposition 6, it is clear.
(2) If c # I(K) such that N0(c)=ql, then, by Proposition 2 and (1),
c=ab, where a=qu1
1
} } } qugg , N0(a)=q
l, and (q, b)=1, N0(b)=1.
(i) When Min[u1 , ..., ug]=0, by Proposition 6, we have
N0(a)=Na=q f (u1+ } } } ug),
so f (u1+ } } } +ug)=l. If f |3 l, we put V0(q, l )=0. If f | l, let V0(q, l ) be the
number of integral solutions of the Diophantine equation
u1+ } } } +ug=
l
f
, Min[u1 , ..., ug]=0.
Then it is easy to show that




(ii) When Min[u1 , ..., ug]=v>0, let ui=vi e+ri (1rie). Then,
by Proposition 6, we have
N0(a)=q f (u1+ } } } +ug)&v&1.
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Hence f (u1+ } } } +ug)=l+v+1 and uive+1. Thus
l+v+1= f (v1+ } } } +vg) e+ f (r1+ } } } +rg)
 fgev+ fg=nv+ fg.
It implies that 0v(l+1& fg)n&1 and f | (l+v+1). Because
Min[v1 , ..., vg]v if and only if uive+1(i=1, ..., g), in this case the
number of integral solutions of the Diophantine equation
u1+ } } } +ug=
l+v+1
f






By (i) and (ii), it is easy to show that the formula in this proposition is
true. Q.E.D.
Assume that KQ is a normal extension of degree n. Let
1(K)=[q # P | qOK=qn]
(i.e., q is totally ramified in KQ) and #(K)=|1(K)|.
Proposition 10. Assume that KQ is a tamely ramified abelian extension
of degree n. Then
(1) N0(K)=2#(K);
(2) Suppose that q # P has the prime decomposition in K: qOK=qe,
where e>1. Put f =ne. For any positive integer l, let V(q, l ) be the number
of integral solutions of the Diophantine equation





aK, 0(ql)={N0(K) V(q, l),12 N0(K) V(q, l ),
if e<n,
if e=n.
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Proof.
(1) Assume that a # I(K), a{OK and N0(a)=1. Let p be a prime
factor of a. Thus, by Proposition 3, we have N0(p)=1. Suppose that
Np= pw; then, by Proposition 3, p is ramified in KQ. By Proposition 9 we
have pOK=pu, thus uw=n.
Now assume that a=pl b, where (p, b)=1. Then, by Proposition 2,
N0(pl)=1. Let l=vu+r(1ru), according to Propositions 1, 5, we have
N0(pl)= pwl&v&1=1, i.e., wvu+wr&v&1=(n&1) v+wr&1=0. It implies
that N0(pl)=1 if and only if u=n, l=1. So p # 1(K) and a=pb, where
( p, b)=1, N0(b)=1.
Now let
1(K)=[ p1 , ..., pm],
pi OK=pni , (i=1, ..., m),
where m=#(K). Hence, for a # I(K), N0(a)=1 if and only if
a=OK or pi1 pi2 } } } pit ,






(2) Let c # I(K) and N0(c)=ql, then c=ab. Where a=qu, N0(a)=ql
and (q, b)=1, N0(b)=1. Let m=*[1(K)&[q]]. Then
m={#(K),#(K)&1,
if q  1(K),
if q # 1(K).
Similar to the proof of (1), we have
*[b # I(K) | (q, b)=1, N0(b)=1]=2m.
On the other hand, let u=ve+r(1re). Then
N0(a)=q fu&v&1=ql,
i.e., fev+ fr&v&1=(n&1) v+ fr&1=l, where 0v=(l+1& fr)(n&1)
(l+1& f )(n&1) and 1re.
Hence the formula of this proposition is true. Q.E.D.
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Proposition 11. Assume that KQ is a tamely ramified abelian extension
of degree n. If positive integer t has the prime decomposition t= p l1
1





aK, 0( p l11 ) } } } aK, 0( p
lm
m).
Proof. Suppose that c # I(K) and N0(c)=t. Then c=a1 } } } amb, where
Nai= puii , N0(ai)= p
li
i (i=1, ..., m),
(t, b)=1, N0(b)=1.
Let h(t)=*[1(K)&[ p1 , ..., pm]]. According to Propositions 8, 9, and 10,
it is easy to see that
aK, 0(t)=\
aK, 0( p l11 )
N0(K)
} } }






aK, 0( p l11 ) } } } aK, 0( p
lm
m). K
III. THE CASE OF ODD PRIME NUMBERS
Throughout this section, n, q are odd prime numbers and q#1 (mod n).
Let K be the subfield of degree n of the qth cyclotomic field Cq . We denote
by SC(K) the set of all prime numbers which are split completely in KQ
and
SN(K)=P&(SC(K) _ [q]).
Now 1(K)=[q], so N0(K)=2.
We have following results.
(1) If p # SC(K), then for any positive integer l,
(i) aK ( pl)=\l+n&1n&1 + ,
(ii) aK, 0( pl)={
2 \l+n&1n&1 + ,
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Proof. (i) By Proposition 7 (in this situation, f =1, g=n), it is easy.
(ii) Use Proposition 8. If l<n&1, then S( p, q)=[0]. Thus
aK, 0( pl)=2 \l+n&1n&1 + .
If ln&1, let k=[l(n&1)]. Then
S( p, l )=[0, 1, ..., k].
Hence we have














&2 \l&(n&1) k&1n&1 +





&2 \l&(n&1) k&1n&1 + .






\l&(n&1) k&1n&1 +=0. Q.E.D.
(2) If p # SN(K), then
(i) For any positive integer l, we have
aK ( pl)={0,1,
if n |3 l,
if n | l.
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(ii) For any positive integer l, let l=un+r (0r<n), we have
aK, 0( pl)={0,2,
if (n&1) |3 l,
if (n&1) | l.
Proof. (i) By Proposition 7 (in this situation f =n, g=1), it is easy.
(ii) Using Proposition 8, suppose that S( p, l ) is not the empty set.
Let k=[(u+r)(n&1)]. Then




















i.e., aK, 0( pl)=0.









i.e., aK, 0( pl)=2. Q.E.D.
(3) For any positive integer l, we have
aK (ql)=1,
aK, 0(ql)={2,1,
if (n&1) | l,
if (n&1) |3 l.
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Proof. Now q=qn (thus f =g=1), by Proposition 7, we have
aK (ql)=\ l0+=1.
On the other hand, by Proposition 10, aK, 0(ql)=V(q, l ), where V(q, l ) is
the number of integral solutions of the Diophantine equation
(n&1) x+ y=l+1, 1 yn, 0x. (1)
Let l+1=u(n&1)+r(0r<n&1).
(i) If r=0, then Eq. (1) has a solution
x0=u&1, y0=n&1.
Thus all integral solutions of (1) are
x=u&1+t, y=n&1&(n&1) t=(n&1)(1&t),
where t # Z, 1 yn. Hence &1(n&1)t1&1(n&1). It implies that
t=0, i.e., V(q, l )=1. Thus aK, 0(ql)=1. In this case, (n&1) |3 l.
(ii) If r>0, then Eq. (1) has a solution
x0=u, y0=r.
Thus all integral solutions of (1) are
x=u+t, y=r&(n&1) t,








If (n&1) |3 l, then r>1. This implies that t=0, i.e., V(q, l )=1. Thus
aK, 0(ql)=1.
If (n&1) | l, then r=1. This implies that t=0, &1, i.e., V(q, l)=2. Thus
aK, 0(ql)=2. Q.E.D.
When n=3, we obtain following simple formulas.
(1) If p # SC(K), then








if 2 |3 l,
if 2 | l.
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(2) If p # SN(K), then
aK ( pl)={0,1,
if 3 |3 l,
if 3 | l.
aK, 0( pl)={0,2,
if 2 |3 l,
if 2 | l.
(3) For prime number q, we have
aK (ql)=1;
aK, 0(ql)={1,2,
if 2 |3 l,
if 2 | l.
Example. Let K be the cubic cyclic field with conductor 7. Let % be a
root of the polynomial x3&x2&2x+1. Then K=Q(%). Now q=7 and
SN(K)=[2, 3, 5, 11, 17, 19, 23, 31, 37, ...];
SC(K)=[13, 29, 41, 43, ...].
We have
AK (1)=AK (2)=AK (3)= 12 ,
AK (4)=AK (5)=AK (6)= 14 ,
AK (7)= 25 ,
AK (8)= 35 ,
AK (9)=AK (10)=AK (11)=AK (12)= 37 ,
AK (13)=AK (14)=AK (15)= 613 ,
AK (16)=AK (17)= } } } =AK (24)= 25 ,
AK (25)=AK (26)= 617 ,
AK (27)= 717 ,
AK (28)= 718 ,
AK (29)=AK (30)= } } } =AK (35)= 512 ,
AK (36)=AK (37)= } } } =AK (40)= 513 ,
AK (41)=AK (42)= 1332 ,
AK (43)= 819 ,
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